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Brief description: 
textilenetwork - the international premium magazine for the textile chain. 

textilenetwork is the bilingual international print and online magazine for the efficient 
manufacture of textile products in the fields of technical textiles, apparel, home and 
household textiles. textilenetwork offers topical information and provides comprehen-
sive industry news. The main concept behind textilenetwork is to present the network 
that links the textile production chain. Our editorial scope encompasses product 
development, product management, manufacturing markets, sales markets, marketing, 
business management, company organisation, logistics, product flow, IT/software, trade 
fairs, symposiums, trends, R&D, particulars and corporate news. Special focus is placed 
on textile and apparel machinery, technological processes, fibres, yarns, textile surfaces, 
trimmings and textile chemicals. 

textilenetwork targets professionals who need to know how and where textiles are 
produced and marketed today and in the future: investment decision-makers, 
managing directors, factory and production managers, product managers, designers 
and product developers, buyers and vendors, quality assurance representatives, 
students and lecturers. 

textilenetwork appears all over the world six times a year (double issues Jan./Feb., 
March/April, May/June, July/Aug., Sept./Oct. and Nov./Dec.) in a German-language and 
an English-language version (1:1 translation). The German-language edition is mainly 
(but not only) distributed to readers in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. The 
English-language edition goes to readers particularly in Europe, above all Eastern 
Europe and overseas – mainly to China, Hong Kong, India, Japan, Taiwan, Sri Lanka, 
Brazil and the USA.
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trade fairs

Fashion Week Berlin 

Sustainability –  
more than just a trend?
Looking through the lens of sustainability, a walk around Berlin Fashion Week in July 2017 brought some in-
teresting discoveries to light. This outing highlighted that sustainable production and operations really have 
“arrived” and are being embraced by brands, manufacturers and consumers. 

The “hippy eco image” of the past is 
being superseded by a natural and 
more caring approach to resources, 
workers and production conditions. 
Production volumes and locations 
are being challenged and where ne-
cessary, alternatives are being 
found. The industry has finally gras-
ped that it is our future that is ulti-
mately at stake! 
Let’s just retrace our footsteps. 
Perhaps not surprisingly, our first 
stop was the twin fairs Ethical Fa-
shion and Green Showroom, both of 
which are wholly devoted to organic 
fashion and have found a new and 
fitting home in the iconic Funkhaus 
Berlin. The exhibitors are even tren-
dier than before, as sustainable fa-

shion becomes ever more “normal” 
and starts muscling in with the con-
ventional brands. 
Among the highlights of this event 
were the stand by the Web Fashion 
Academy, created in cooperation 
with the Italian “Venette Waste” 
project, and the presentation by its 
founder Rossana Diana, who carved 
out a name for herself after working 
for Vivienne Westwood for many ye-
ars. If Italy, one of the world’s grea-
test forces in the world of fashion, is 
giving sustainability a chance, there 
is no doubt that people are going to 
sit up and listen. The focus of this la-
test push on sustainability remains 
firmly on design and style, as the 
one should never exclude the other. 

Even Italian textile guru Vittorio 
Giomo, who has long since been 
'part of the furniture' in the design, 
colour and trend scene, no longer 
introduces himself as a designer or 
consultant but as a “sustainable 
thinker”, appearing as such at both 
fairs.

A glance at Premium, Seek 
Show and Selvedge Run
Premium at Gleisdreieck, which to-
gether with Panorama is deemed 
one of the most important hubs at 
the Berlin trade shows, is seen as a 
gauge for the overall mood within 
the industry. Not surprisingly, the 
majority of exhibitors appeared to 
be pleased with the outcome of this 
event. The exhibitors included the 
Düsseldorf-based label Wunder-
werk, which was launched in 2012 
and features sustainable and fair-
trade fashion. What made this com-
pany opt for Premium? In conversa-
tion with textile network, company 
founder Heiko Wunder explained: 
“Premium was as always a great 
success for our business and was 
rounded off nicely with a fashion 
show at Ethical Fashion. We were 
invited to the show as a special 
guest on the back of our Get-To-
gether Event at one of our Berlin 
stores. I’d say that Premium is the 
right fair for us because it attracts 
all the buyers and decision makers 
currently in the market and we also 

Rossana Diana
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technical textiles

China

A rapid growth of 
the nonwovens industry
Owing to the global and huge domestic market demand and technological advancement, China’s nonwovens 
industry has experienced rapid growth in recent years. In 2001, production was only 569,000 tons, reaching 
5.35m tons by 2016 with an average annual growth of 16 percent. From 2000 to 2016, China saw exports for 
nonwovens climb from USD 94m to USD 2.52bn, an average annual growth of 22.8 percent. 

China has thus doubtlessly become 
the world’s largest producer, con-
sumer and trading country of non-
wovens. Technical and industrial 
textiles have benefitted from Chi-
na’s 13th Five-Year Plan which 
greatly supports technology and in-
novation. The plan’s focus on indus-
trial upgrading has led to a marked 
increase in the production capacity 
and demand for nonwovens. Output 
is estimated to reach 7 million tons 
by 2020, up from 5.35m tons in 
2016. The rise is being fuelled by 
many areas such as construction 
and infrastructure, environmental 
protection, health and care of the el-
derly, first aid, public safety and mil-
itary-civilian integration. The China 
International Nonwovens Expo and 

Forum (CINE), supported by Techtex-
til, was successfully held in June 21-
23, 2017 in Shanghai.
The exhibition featured some 100 
exhibitors specialising in nonwo-
vens and some 3,977 trade buyers 
from 16 countries and regions came 
to see the latest developments in 
nonwoven products. The 6th edition 
of China International Nonwovens 
Conference (CINC) was held on the 
second day. 
Speeches relating to the topic “The 
current situation and trends on the 
Chinese and global nonwovens mar-
kets“ were delivered by Li Lingshen, 
President of CNITA, Andreas Engel-
hardt, General Manager of the The 
Fiber Year GmbH and Andre Micha-
lon, Sales Director of Andritz who 

painted a comprehensive picture of 
the nonwovens industry and trade 
both worldwide and in China. Some 
highlights of the presentation given 
by Li Lingshen: 
In 2016, China’s output of nonwo-
vens reached 5.354m tons, with a 
growth of 10.4%, accounting for 
more than 40% of global produc-
tion. Compared with 2012, output 
increased by 55.7%, corresponding 
to an average annual growth of 
11.7%. The key producers are loca-
ted in the provinces of Shandong, 
Zhejiang, Jiangsu, Hubei and Fujian, 
with Shandong and Hubei being the 
fastest growing. They account for 
67% of China’s total production.
Exports of Chinese-made nonwo-
vens totalled 0.821m tons in 2016, 
or US$2.52bn, an increase of 12.25% 
and 1.49% respectively. Imports 
amounted to 0.13m tons worth US$ 
817m, a decrease of 5.71% and 

In conclusion, China has a complete nonwo-
ven industry and the world’s largest produc-

tion capacities to support and meet the rapid 
growth of this industry, both worldwide and on 
its huge domestic market. Scientific and technolo-
gical innovations and intelligent manufacturing 
will accelerate the pace of industrial upgrading 
and improve the core competitiveness of China’s 
manufacturing. The “Going Out” strategy will 
broaden its market base and development.
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The China Internatio-
nal Nonwovens Expo 
and Forum (CINE) was 
held in June 21 to 23, 
2017 in Shanghai
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come across customers who aren’t 
necessarily looking for a sustainable 
collection but simply love our fa-
shion and its quality, knowing they’ll 
receive real value for money. Many 
are positively surprised to see that 
we produce our products not only 
sustainably but also to a high stan-
dard of quality in Europe.”
The Seek Show, which is staged to-
gether with Bright, located in the 
Arena by the River Spree, not only 
spotlights established brands but al-
so interesting new labels. Disco-
vering the stories behind these la-
bels is a fascinating undertaking. 
Take Monkee Genes, for example, 
which boldly prints its T-shirts with 
the slogan “no blood no sweat no 
tears no slave labour no child la-
bour”. The label from the UK not on-
ly produces a cool, trendy yet ethical 
denim collection but has also found-
ed its own charity, which supports, 
among others, a Children’s Founda-
tion in Bangladesh as it attempts to 
open its mostly young customers’ 
eyes to the perils of “fast fashion”.
Kings of Indigo, established in 2012 
by a ‘genuine denim’ expert in Ams-
terdam, sells sustainably produced 
denim styles in more than 12 coun-
tries. The company uses recycled 
materials as well as organic cotton 
and hemp, whilst supporting the 
Fair Wear Foundation, and revealing 
the names of its fabric producers (al-
most all of which are in Europe). The 
enterprise also attaches importance 
to quality workmanship, ensuring 
that the garments last for many ye-
ars. 
Selvedge Run focuses on companies 
that give priority to durability, tradi-
tional production techniques and 
craft. The exhibits mainly comprise 
denim and leather, but also pro-

ducts from other lifestyle segments 
which stand in opposition to the va-
lues espoused by our disposable so-
ciety. Sports d’Epoque from France, 
for example, breathes new life into 
historical sports strips, e.g. from cy-
cling and rugby. The garments, 
which are designed with great at-
tention to detail, are produced ex-
clusively in Portugal and France.
Indigo People, which had a stand 
both at Selvedge Run and the Ethi-
cal Fashion Show, is synonymous 
with traditional techniques from 
Asia, craftsmanship passed down 
the generations and the use of ge-
nuine indigo, coupled with authen-
tic and timeless denim designs. The 
buyers of these garments subscribe 
not only to traditional dyeing and 
textile techniques but also to sustai-
nable projects and genuine denim 
rarities.
And why Berlin? In conversation 
with textile network, the brains be-
hind the Munich-based label “Phil & 
Lui” explained: “We exhibited at 
Premium last year and it was a great 
way to establish new contacts and 
refresh old ones.” What sets Phil & 
Lui apart from its competitors is its 
ability to combine organic and fair 
with design and style, whilst provi-
ding a rounded package of quality, 
pleasant tactile properties, colours 
and washes, as well as an interes-
ting back story.

[Reiner Knochel]
[www.venettewaste.com]  
[www.wunderwerk.com]  

[www.monkeegenes.com]  
[www.bricktownworld.com]  

[www.kingsofindigo.com]  
[www.sports-depoque.com]  

[www.indigopeople.net] 
[www.phil-and-lui.de]
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[1] Phil & Lui
[2] Wunderwerk
[3] Monkee Genes 
Mantra Tee

STOLL

Stoll Knitelligence 

With Knitelligence, Stoll presents 
an innovative networking con-
cept for the textile production of 
tomorrow. Knitelligence com-
bines all the software solutions 
from Stoll and thus covers the en-
tire value creation chain of flat-
knitting production: Products 
such as M1plus, APM, GKS, PPS, 
EKC, and autocreate interact with 
each other, automate processes, 
and network production stages. 
In this way, customers benefit 
from more consistent workflows, 
shorter, transparent production 
cycles, and an increase in quality, 
productivity, and, therefore, over-
all plant efficiency.
With the modern IoT technology 
from Stoll, customers can not only 
design their processes to be con-
siderably more efficient, but can 
also react far more flexibly to the 
requirements of the market. “Our 
aim is to always develop further 
for the benefit of our customers. 
Knitelligence is an important step 
in that regard,” says Andreas 
Schellhammer, CEO of Stoll. Stoll 
continues to set standards in the 
age of digitization and, with Kni-
telligence, is creating substantial 
added value for its customers: 
highly efficient flat-knitting pro-
duction through the optimization 
and networking of individual pro-
duction steps. 

[ www.stoll.com/knitelligence]
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4.57% respectively. Howe-
ver, in the first quarter of 

2017, exports and im-
ports climbed 15.53% 
and 4.65% respectively. 
The export price of Chi-
nese-made nonwovens 
is still low compared to 

developed countries as 
China mainly produces 

staple-fibre nonwovens 
while the higher priced products are 
generally spunbonded.
In 2016, China exported 1.8bn units 
of nonwoven apparel, consuming 
about 200,000 tons. Exports of nap-
pies and sanitary napkins reached 
445,000 tons, consuming about 
180,000 tons of nonwovens. Exports 
of nonwoven wipes, medical masks, 
medical single hole and filter media 
amounted to about 200,000 tons. 
Annual exports of 1.4m tons repre-
sented 26% of total production.
The key export markets for nonwo-
vens in 2016 were Japan, S. Korea, 
USA, Vietnam, Philippines, India, In-
donesia, Hong Kong and Mexico. 
Most posted an increase with the 
exception of the USA, India, and 
Hong Kong. Exports to Japan, USA 
and S. Korea were below the ave-

rage export prices. Exports to the 
Philippines and Mexico have main-
tained rapid growth while Vietnam 
is the biggest importer among the 
developing countries. As the econo-
mic growth of developing countries 
continues to gain momentum, they 
will become important export mar-
kets for Chinese nonwovens in  
the future. China witnessed some 
technical innovations in nonwovens 
such as high strength coarse denier 
PP spunbonded & needle-punch 
geotextiles, PET spunbonded non-
wovens, bicomponent spunbonded 
spunlace microfibres, and wide-
width high efficiency digital spun-
lace production lines.
China’s nonwovens industry still has 
a long way to go in terms of indust-
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Owing to the global and huge domestic 
market demand and technological advan-
cement, China’s nonwovens industry has 
experienced rapid growth in recent years

rial transformation and upgrading. 
Plans for its future development, as 
set down in the 13th Five-Year Plan, 
will focus on greater technical inno-
vation, the creation of a complete 
supply chain for nonwovens with a 
focus on high-value products, intelli-
gent manufacturing, improved soci-
ally responsibility, and the adoption 
of a “Going Out” strategy to further 
penetrate the ASEAN and Asian 
countries, the Americas, Europe and 
Africa.
Looking forward, China’s nonwo-
vens industry will continue to main-
tain rapid growth and play a more 
significant role in the global nonwo-
vens industry.

[Vicky Sung]

In 2016, there were about 1,000 companies spe-
cialising in high-quality nonwovens. The “Top 10“ 
enterprises of China’s nonwovens are namely 
Kingsafe, Huafon Microfiber, Dalian Ruiguang, Jin-
jiang Xintai, Tiandingfeng, Sinoma Science & Tech-
nology, Shandong Taipeng, Hangzhou Nbond, Fos-
han Nanhai Beautiful, and Anhui Jinchun (Golden 
Spring). Their product applications include medical 
and health, geotechnical and construction, filtrati-
on and separation, and microfibres. In these areas, 
they are competitive in the global arena. On ave-
rage, these top 10 enterprises each employs 688 
workers who produce 35,000 tons of nonwovens, 
yielding Rmb 1.0bn in revenues and an 8.7% pro-
fit, whilst investing 3.21% in R&D.
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 At the forum Li Ling-
shen, President of  

CNITA, Andreas Engel-
hardt, General Mana-

ger of the The Fiber Ye-
ar GmbH and Andre 

Michalon, Sales Direc-
tor of Andritz gave a 

comprehensive picture 
of the nonwovens in-

dustry and trade
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Issue Editorial 
deadline

Advertising 
deadline Publication date Topics Distribution at Trade Fairs/Exhibitions*

1-2 22.12.2017 03.01.2018 25.01.2018

Fibres, yarns, fabrics, trimmings 
Functional textiles 
Natural fibres in home textiles:
Linen 
Nonwovens 
Textile finishing (TecStyle Visions) 
Knitting technology
IT/Logistics

24.01.18 - 26.01.18 Pitti Immagine Filati, Florence
28.01.18 - 31.01.18 ISPO Munich, Munich
30.01.18 - 01.02.18 Munich Fabric Start, Munich
06.02.18 - 08.02.18 Milano Unica, Milan
11.02.18 - 14.02.18 Texworld Paris, Paris
11.02.18 - 14.02.18 Avanprint, Paris
13.02.18 - 15.02.18 Première Vision Paris, Paris
15.02.18 - 17.02.18 TV Tecstyle Visions, Stuttgart
21.02.18 - 22.02.18 FILO, Milan
22.02.18 - 24.02.18 Asia Apparel Expo, Berlin
13.03.18 - 15.03.18 Filtech, Cologne
14.03.18 - 16.03.18 Intertextile / CHIC Shanghai, Shanghai  
20.03.18 - 23.03.18 Techtextil Russia, Moscow

3-4 20.02.2018 27.02.2018 22.03.2018

Turkey as a textile country 
Natural fibres
Functional fabrics/Functional 
textiles
Rugs/Fitted carpets
Digitalisation 
CAD/CAM
Textile machinery
Highlights Fespa 
Warehousing logistics

21.03.18 - 23.03.18 34. Internationale Baumwoll-Konferenz, Bremen
14.04.18 - 17.04.18 ITM 2018, Istanbul
14.04.18 - 17.04.18 Hightex, Istanbul
18.04.18 - 19.04.18 Performance Days, Munich
02.05.18 - 04.05.18 Proposte, Cernobbio, Italien
14.05.18 - 16.05.18 87. IWTO-Kongress, Hongkong
15.05.18 - 18.05.18 FESPA, Berlin

5-6 13.04.2018 20.04.2018 17.05.2018

Highlights Techtextil North 
America  
Highlights mtex+ 
Lingerie fabrics/Lace
Upholstery fabrics and soft 
furnishings
Smart textiles 
Industry 4.0 
E-commerce

22.05.18 - 24.05.18 Techtextil North America, Atlanta
22.05.18 - 24.05.18 Sonderleistungsschau „High-Tex from Germany“,
22.05.18 - 24.05.18 Atlanta / USA
29.05.18 - 30.05.18 Mtex+, Chemnitz
17.06.18 - 20.06.18 Outdoor, Friedrichshafen

Special series 2018: Textile printing – yesterday – today - tomorrow

                          – Topics and Dates
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Issue Editorial 
deadline

Advertising 
deadline Publication date Topics Distribution at Trade Fairs/Exhibitions*

7-8 29.05.2018 05.06.2018 28.06.2018

Special: Africa 
Sporttech/Outdoor 
Sustainability/Textile chain 
Sun protection
PLM/SCM 
Logistics/Transport

27.06.18 - 29.06.18 Pitti Imagine Filati, Florence
03.07.18 - 07.07.18 Berlin Fashion Week, Berlin 
07.07.18 - 09.07.18 Interfiliere Paris, Paris 
10.07.18 - 12.07.18 Milano Unica, Milan

9-10 30.07.2018 06.08.2018 30.08.2018

Fibres, yarns, fabrics, trimmings 
Composites 
Natural fibres in home textiles: 
Cotton and wool 
Smart textiles 
Leather (types and trends) 
CAD/CAM 
Logistics/PLM

04.09.18 - 06.09.18  Munich Fabric Start, Munich
12.09.18 - 14.09.18  57. Chemiefasertagung Dornbirn, Dornbirn
12.09.18 - 14.09.18  Saltex, Dornbirn, Austria
19.09.18 - 21.09.18  Première Vision Paris, Paris
26.09.18 - 27.09.18  FILO, Milan
06.11.18 - 08.11.18  Composites Europe, Stuttgart
October 2018  CHIC Shanghai, Shanghai (CN)
07.11.18 - 08.11.18  33. Hofer Vliesstofftage, Hof

11-12 18.10.2018 22.10.2018 15.11.2018

Highlights Heimtextil 2019  
Highlights Domotex 2019  
Lingerie fabrics/Lace 
Functional fabrics/Functional 
textiles 
Logistics/E-commerce 
Sustainability

28.11.18 - 29.11.18  Performance Days, Munich (D)
08.01.19 - 11.01.19  Heimtextil, Frankfurt am Main (D)
08.01.19 - 10.01.19  PSI, Dusseldorf (D)
January 2019  Domotex
                              Interfiliere

                          – Topics and Dates
Special series 2018: Textile printing – yesterday – today - tomorrow
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Size Format Colour Rate

1/1 PS: 180 mm x 270 mm
B: 210 mm x 297 mm

4c 4,650.- €

1/2
PS: 180 mm x 132 mm
B: 210 mm x 146 mm

PS:  88 mm x 270 mm
B: 105 mm x 297 mm

4c 2,795.- €

1/3
PS: 180 mm x  88 mm
PS: 127 mm x 122 mm 
PS:  57 mm x 270 mm
B:  74 mm x 297 mm

4c 1,895.- €

1/4 PS: 180 mm x  63 mm
PS:  88 mm x  132 mm

4c 1,520.- €

1/6
PS:  72 mm x 100 mm
PS: 127 mm x  59 mm 
PS: 180 mm x  41 mm

4c 1,030.- €

1/8 PS:  72 mm x  77 mm 
PS: 127 mm x  43 mm

4c       935.- €

                          – Ad Rates

1  Surcharges Front cover page 5,290.– € 
Placement: 2nd cover page 4,780.– €

	 	 3rd cover page 4,680.– €
  Back cover page 5,080.– €

  Surcharge for other compulsory placement 
  instructions and confirmed placements 10 % 
  Placement agreements are invalid, if the publishing house 
  is not provided on time with the necessary data by ad 
  submission and closing date deadline

2 Colours:   Colours from the Euro Colour Scale CEI 12-66 / DIN 16539  
for special colours each 510.- € 
(No discount available)

3 Magazin format: DIN A 4, 210 mm wide x 297 mm high

4 Discounts:  Ads within 12 months (insertion year): 
  Frequency discount 
  3 Ads  5%
  6 Ads  10%
  9 Ads  15%
  12 Ads  20%    

5 Classified ads: Basic rate mm-ad single-column line 4c 8.60 €
  mm-ad rate for job offers/applications on request

6  Ad specials:  Inserts  
up to 25 g: € 295.- o/oo 
up to 50 g: € 365.- o/oo 
Maximum format available for loose inserts: 210 x 297 mm 
  
Rates for bound inserts and other advertising formats 
(post-its, gate folders, etc.) on request

PS: Print Space   B: Bleed
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1/4 page 
high

1/2 Seite quer

1/4 page across

1/3 
page 
high

1/2 page 
high

Ad formats bleed off: 
Bleed ad format plus 3mm 
allowance on all sides

Print space:
wx h: 88 mm x 132 mm

Print space:
wx h: 180 mm x 63 mm

Print space:
wx h: 57 mm x 270 mm
Bleed format:
wxh: 74 mm x 297 mm

Print space:
wx h: 180 mm x 88 mm
Bleed format:
wx h: 210 mm x 103 mm

Print space:
wx h: 88 mm x 270 mm
Bleed format:
wx h: 105 mm x 297 mm

Print space:
wx h: 180 mm x 132 mm
Bleed format:
wx h: 210 mm x 146 mm

Print space:
wx h: 180 mm x 270 mm
Bleed format:
wx h: 210 mm x 297 mm

1/6 page 
high

Print space:
wx h: 72 mm x 100 mm

Print space:
wx h: 127 mm x 59 mm
wx h: 180 mm x 41 mm

Print space:
wx h: 72 mm x 77 mm
wx h: 127 mm x 43 mm

1/12 page across 
w x h: 72 mm x 56 mm 
w x h: 127 mm x 27 mm

1/12 page high 
w x h: 72 mm x 56 mm

1/16 page across 
w x h: 72 mm x 36 mm

1/16 page long 
w x h: 48 mm x 54 mm

1/1 page

1/2page across 1/3 page across

1/6 page across 1/8 page high+across

                          – Ad formats
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1  Magazine format:  210 mm wide x 297 mm high
 Print space:  180 mm wide x 270 mm high 

2  Printing and  4c offset printing (80 lpc-screen) on coated paper
 binding methods:  (chlorine free). Wire stitching or adhesive binding.
  For colour ads genuine proofs are necessary. 
 
3  Data formats:  Your electronically submitted data will be processed by us
  with Windows 7 and Adobe InDesign CC 2015 (CMYK 
  colours) with the following programs for Windows:
  - Adobe Acrobat Version XI
  - Adobe InDesign (Version CC 2015)
  - Adobe Illustrator (Version CC 2015)
  - Adobe Photoshop (Version CC 2015)
  - Microsoft Office (Version 2013 for MAC and PC ) 

  Please send us your ads ready for publishing in one of the
  programs and formats mentioned above, if possible as
  PDF/X-4 data (Output Intent: ISOcoated_v2_300_eci.icc)
  with 3 mm bleed. Imagedate need at least a resoultion
  of 300 dpi.
  Please ensure the PDF is compatible with Acrobat 7.
  Transparency effects or shading must be changed into image
  data by reducing transparency (high resolution). Should it be
  necessary to edit other files or adapt the layout, we will have
  to charge you our cost price of 72.- EUR/hour.

4  Colours:  Bio-Printing inks (CMYK) based on Euro Colour Scale
  CEI 12-66 /DIN 16538, special colours available on request.

5 Proof:  When making the proof please consider that our printer
  works with standard PSO-ISO 12647 values both in the
  preparatory and in the printing stages. If you are unable to
  provide us with a binding colour proof or can only supply a
  digital colour printout, please note that your file will be
  printed in compliance with the ISOcoated_v2_300_eci.icc 

6.  Data storage: Data will be archived. Unchanged rerun is generally
  possible. A data guarantee is, however, not assumed. 

7.  Guarantee: By sending incomplete or differing data (texts, colours or
   images) we do not assume any liabilities for the correct
   print. Faulty exposure caused by incomplete or flawed files,
   incorrect settings or incomplete information will be
   invoiced to the customer. This also applies to additional
   composition and reproduction work as well as the creation
   of flawed proofs.

8.   Contact: Matthias Fichtel, Order Management
    m.fichtel@meisenbach.de 
    +49 951 861-169 

9     General information:  Image data in original sizes requires a resolution of 300 dpi
   (min. 600 dpi for line drawings). Indexed, LAB and RGB
   image data are converted by an in-house generated
   separation curve into the CMYK mode (the colour space
   is modified).

10   Delivery address:  Schleunungdruck, 
       Loose inserts /  for attention of: Thomas Gesell 
       bound inserts  Eltertstraße 27 
   97828 Marktheidenfeld 
    +49 9391 600 533

                          – Technical Specifications
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1 Circulation auditing:               www.ivw.de

  The IVW (German Audit Bureau of Circulation) is an 
independent auditing organisation for the efficiency control 
of e.g. print media based on standardised methods.

2 Circulation analysis: 

4  Classified potential of recipients:
Print run analysis
From the IVW-circulation analysis 2/2017 (German edition)

Actual circulation: 2,611

thereof abroad:

213

Paid circulation: 301 51

Subscribed copies: 281 47

Other sales: 20 4

Free copies: 2,310 162

Print run: 2,832

Distribution Germany, Austria, Switzerland
(Multiple answers possible)

Other
countries

Trade Number Number

Manufacturing of textiles 6,084 1,292

Manufacturing technical textiles 1,098 351

Manufacturing of knitted textiles 1,002 301

Manufacturing of machinery and technology 1,589 905

Manufacturing of apparel 4,711 1,609

Manufacturing of synthetics 321 106

Textile finishing 673 178

Technical colleges and universities 372 131

Other 3,117 6,515

Total number of recipients 18,967 11,388

3 Geograhical distribution analysis: 1

Geographical distribution analysis: 
(Percentage of print run actually distributed – German edition)

Germany 91.84 %

Abroad 8.16 %

Print run actually distributed 100,00 %

1Average in percent - issues - July 2016 - June 2017

Geographical distribution analysis:  
(Percentage of print run actually distributed – English edition)

Europe 90,67 %

Abroad 9,33 %

Print run actually distributed 100,00 %

                          – Distribution Analysis
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                          – Banner Website 

 Full Banner  468 x 60 pixels
 Superbanner  950 x 90 pixels
 Hockeystick  728 x 90 Pixels + 120 x 600 pixels
 Webskin  Format on request
 Content Ad  300 x 250 pixels
 (Wide) Skyscraper  (160) 120 x 600 pixels








1 Web address: https://textile-network.de  
  https://textile-network.com/en

2 Brief description::  This is where you will find all there is to know about the 
specialist magazine at a glance. Moreover, the website, 
interesting background reports, features the latest 
product trends and, of course, up-to-date news from 
trade and industry. There is also an industry-specific 
schedule of important dates.

3 Target group:  textilenetwork targets managing directors, factory and 
production managers, IT executives, product managers 
and design engineers, buyers and vendors, designers in 
Germany and abroad.

4 Data delivery: Banner data including links should be emailed, quoting  
  the customer’s name, to Matthias Fichtel  
  (m.fichtel@meisenbach.de). 

5 Publishing house:  Meisenbach GmbH Verlag
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1 General information:   The textilenetwork Newsletter provides up-to-the-minute 
 news from the textile industry. The Newsletter is sent in 
HTML-format. Banner and text ads can be run 
between articles and columns. 

2 Coverage: textilenetwork German: approx 4,800 addresses  
  (last update: August 2017)

  textilenetwork English: approx. 2.800 addresses  
  (last update: August 2017)

3 Data formats:  JPG, 700 x 88 pixels, max. size 40K

4 Data delivery:  Advertising banners should be delivered ready  
for publication at least 6 working days before the  
publication date.

  Delivery by email, quoting the customer’s name, to  
  Matthias Fichtel (m.fichtel@meisenbach.de).

5  Rates per Ad (Banner):  €	395.-  

                          – Banner Newsletter
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2 Discounts: Within one contractual year

  3 runs 5 %    
  6 runs 10 % 
  9 runs 15 %    
  12 runs 20 % 

   Combination discounts are available for 
   simultaneous ad bookings in print and online

   Individual cross-media offers are available on request.

3 Technical GIF/JPG/Flash 
 specifications:  Max. size: 40K 

4 Data delivery: The ads must be delivered to the publishing house at least  
  6 working days before the online campaign is due to begin. 
  

5 General Terms  
 and Conditions: see www.meisenbach.de. 

 

1 Rates and ad formats:

Ad type Format/Size  
in pixels

Rate in euros	

for 4 weeks of broadcasting Max. size

Full Banner 468 x 60 695.- 40 K

Superbanner 950 x 90 1,450.- 40 K

Hockeystick 728 x 90 + 120 x 600 1,175.- 40 K

Webskin Format on request 1,560.- 40 K

Content Ad 300 x 250 925.- 40 K

(Wide) Skyscraper (160) 120 x 600 925.- 40 K

Banner Newsletter 700 x 88 395.- 40 K

Other formats on request

                          - Rates - Banners
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                          – Content Marketing

Text Ads - Website
Text ads

Your Text ad will be integrated in the textile network website as an article,  
positioned in a thematically assigned section and in the News section. 

 Headline – teaser and text ad: max. 35 characters

 Lead paragraph – teaser and text ad: max. 350 characters

 Basic text: max. 1,200 characters

 Image – teaser: 1 image

 Minimum width: 800 pixels (16:10)

 Resolution: 72 dpi

 Images – text ad: min. 1 and max. 2 images

 Minimum width: 800 pixels

 Resolution: 72 dpi

 Caption per image: max. 70 Characters

 Video – optional: integration of a YouTube video 

Rate: s	375.-
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Increase the scope of your text ad with a 
teaser on our Facebook-page.  

 Post-text:  approx. 90 characters  
      (recommendation from Facebook)

 Link-heading:  
       Headline of the text ad

 Meta description of the link-preview:  
       Lead paragraph of the text ad

 Image of the link preview:  
       First image of the text ad. 

Rate: s	20.-

Increase the scope of your text ad 
with a teaser on our Twitter-channel. 

 Tweet-text:  max. 140 characters 
       (incl. hashtags, mentions and  
       target-URL as a bit link)

 Images – text ad: 1 image

 Minimum width: 440 x 220 pixels

 Resolution: 72 dpi

Rate: s	150.-

Social Media Teaser - Newsletter

                          – Content Marketing

Would you like to increase the scope of your text ad with a teaser in our social media network?

You can position your content within our editorial coverage.

Your message will have the look and feel of an editorial post on textile network’s social media channels (Facebook & Twitter).

Facebook TeaserTwitter Teaser
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Increase the scope of your website text 
ad with a teaser in our Newsletter.

You can position your content within 
our editorial Newsletter.

 Headline: max. 35 characters

 Teaser-Text: max. 350 characters

 Image: 1 image

 Min. width: 800 pixels (16:10)

 Resolution: 72 dpi

Rate: Text ad incl. Newsletter teaser: 
s	645.-

Increase the scope of your website text 
ads with teasers in our Special newsletter. 
You can position your content within an 
exclusive Special Newsletter. Our editorial 
team will add an editorial contribution.

Your message will have the look and feel 
of an editorial Newsletter. For data 
protection reasons, we cannot send our 
Newsletter recipients a layout that you 
have chosen yourself.

Possible content:

 1-2 text ads

 Headline: max. 35 characters

 Teaser text: max. 350 characters

 Image: 1-2 images

 Minimum width: 800 pixels (16:10)

 Resolution: 72 dpi

 Banner 700 x 88 pixels, max. 40K

Rate: s	1,600.-

                          – Content Marketing
Teasers in our Special NewsletterTeasers in our Newsletter
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Place your products and topics among our editorial content. You can complement your advertising activities by 
addressing our readers with a mix of editorial content, advertising and brand communication on your very own 
theme page.

Your theme page will be integrated within a designated section on the textile network website, enabling you to 
design it to your own specifications. 

Headline of the theme page: max. 35 characters.

Teaser:
Free number of teaser tiles possible.
Teaser text with max. 40 characters.
Teaser image with a minimum width of 800 pixels and a resolution of 72 dpi. Teaser tiles can either lead to 
segment on your theme page or to an external website.

Info box:
Info box with max. 1,000 characters.
It is possible to use hyperlinks and to incorporate pdf-files.

Section tiles:
Free number of teaser tiles possible.
Section image must have a minimum width of 800 pixels and a resolution of 72 dpi. Each section tile leads to 
another landing page with your content. Here you can position your products, information and pointers as well 
as your communication content. You can include texts, files, images and videos.

Collection of text ads and editorial contributions:
Our editorial contributions are automatically tied in with your theme page.

Social media liveticker:
Presentation of your social media content on Facebook, Twitter and / or Instagram.

We will be pleased to advise you and help you develop your own theme page.

Rate on request.

                          – Content Marketing
 Theme page on our website
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2 Discounts: within one contractual year

  3 runs 5 %    
  6 runs 10 % 
  9 runs 15 %    
  12 runs 20 % 

   Combination discounts are available for 
   simultaneous ad bookings in print and online

   Individual cross-media offers are available on request.

3 Technical on request 
 specifications:   

4 Data delivery The data for text ads and teaser must be delivered to the 
  publishing house at least 6 working days before the  
  publication date

  Special arrangements apply for theme pages.

  Delivery by email, quoting the customer’s name, to  
  service@meisenbach.de

5 General Terms  
 and Conditions: see www.meisenbach.de.

1 Rates and ad formats:

Ad type Publication periode Rate in euros

Text ad on our Website visible on our website from publication date 375.-

Facebook-Teaser visible on our Facebook-page from publication date. 20.-

Twitter Teaser visible on our Twitter-Channel from publication date 150.-

Text ad - website incl. Newsletter teaser Published with the dispatch of our Newsletter  
in accordance with the given calendar week 560.-

Teaser in our Special Newsletter Published with the dispatch of our Special Newsletter  
in accordance with the given calendar week 1,600.-

Theme page on our website Serviced running time of one year from the date of publication On request

                          – Rates Content Marketing
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1.  In the following General Terms, «advertisement order» refers to the contract on the publication
 of one or several advertisements of an advertiser or others in a printed paper for the purposes of
 circulation.
2.  Advertisement orders, unless expressly placed for a longer period, must be carried out within one
 year beginning with the signing of the contract. Only written agreements or written confirmations
 from the publishers are valid.
3.  If the advertiser augments his advertisement order or adds another order to it in such a way as to
 in-crease the number of advertisements, appearing within the one- or two-year period, the probably
 higher discount will also be granted for already printed advertisements.
4.  If an order is unfulfilled through no fault of the publishers, the advertiser must return to the
 publisher the difference between the granted discount and that corresponding to the actual
 execution of the order, irrespective of any eventual legal duties. The repayment ceases, if the
 unfulfilment is based on the force majeure in the risk area of the publishers.
5.  Advertisements, which owing to their presentation cannot be recognised as such, will be marked
 with the word «Advertisement» by the publishers.
6.  The publishers have the right to refuse advertisement orders - including single terms within a
 contract - and insert orders, by reason of their contents, origin or their technical form, according to
 the uniform and technically justifiable principles of the publishers, when their content infringes laws
 or official regulations  or when their publication is unfavourable for the publisher.
 In addition, bound or loose insert orders are only binding after a sample of the bound or loose insert
 has been submitted and met the approval of the publishers. Inserts, whose form or presentation give
 the reader the impression that they are part of the newspaper or magazine or which contain foreign
 advertisements, cannot be accepted.
 The advertiser will be informed immediately if his order is refused.
7.  The advertiser himself is responsible for the content and the legitimacy of text and pictures
 submitted for the advertisement. Furthermore, it is the duty of the advertiser to exempt the
 publisher from claims of a third party, even when it should be inhibited, which might arise against
 the publishers as a result of the execution of the order.
8.  The advertiser is responsible for submitting the advertisement text and the unobjectionable printing
 material or inserts on time. The publisher damand immediate replacement of obviously unsuitable or
 damaged printing material.
 The publisher guarantee the usual printing quality for the text submitted, in as far as the possibilities
 of the printing material allow.
9.  In the case of the completely or partly illegible, incorrect, or incomplete printing of the
 advertisement, the advertiser is entitled to a price reduction or to a replacement advertisement,
 however, only in as far as the purpose of the original advertisement was impaired. If the publishers
 allow the reasonable period for this to expire or if the replacement advertisement is again
 objectonable, the advertiser has the right to a price reduction or a cancellation of the order.
 Liability caused by unfulfillment, negligence on singing the contract an unlawful acts are out of
 the question also with advertising orders placed by telephone. Extent of liability caused by inablility
 to carry out the order or delay are limited to replacement of the foreseeable damages and the
 indemnification of the relevant advertisement or insert costs. This is not the case for malice and
 gross negligence of the publishers, their legal representatives and intermediate assistents. The
 publishers`extent of liablility for damages due to failure to provide warranted quality remains
 uneffected.

 In commercial business transactions, the publisher are not liable for the gross negligence of
 intermediate assistants; in remaining cases, the extent of liability for gross negligence towards
 tradesmen is limited to the foreseeable damages up to the corresponding costs. Complaints - except
 for not obvious faults - must be forwarded within four weeks after receipt of invoice and voucher.
10.  The advertiser himself is responsible for typographical errors if the publisher sents him a proof and if
 he failed to correct the mistake or to return the proof in time.
11.  For payment of the advertisement invoice within 8 days after date of invoice a 2% discount is
 granted, payment after 30 days is net. In case of delay or postponement of payment, the advertiser
 is charged with default interest amounting to 3% above the rate of discount of the Deutsche
 Bundesbank and with the collection costs. The publisher may also discontinue the execution of the
 order until the advertisements already published have been paid for, and may demand advance
 payment for the remaining advertisements.
 In the case of justifiable doubts in the advertiser´s ability to pay, the publisher are entitled to make
 the publication of further advertisements dependant on the advance payment of the amount and
 on the settlement of outstanding invoices, even within the duration of an advertising contract and
 regardless of an originally agreed upon term of payment.
12.  Where the print-run has been reduced, it is possible to claim a partial reduction in price where
 several adverts have been booked in advance and where the average distributed print-run quoted
 either on the rate card or elsewhere is higher than the overall average print-run for the year,
 starting with the appearance of the first advert. A reduction in the print-run is deemed unjustifiable
 where it has been reduced by 20% or more for a print-run of up to 50000 copies. The percentage
 total of the price reduction is calculated in direct relation to the fall in the overall print-run.
13.  Advertisement rates do not include costs for graphic work, or for the preparation of photos or
 digital data. If such work is necessary for the execution of an advertising order it will be charged
 extra. Also, considerable changes in original order can be brought to the account of the advertiser.
14.  At the advertiser´s request, the publisher will give evidence of the circulation of the magazine for
 which advertisements have been placed.
15.  In box number advertisements the publisher employs the care of a prudent businessman for the
 custody and punctual transmission of the offer. Registered letters and express letters concerning box
 number advertisements will be forwarded by normal post only.
16.  Enclosures accompanying offers and applications forwarded to the advertiser in reply to a box
 number advertisement remain the property of the sender and must be returned to him.
17.  Printing material, which the advertiser does not expressly demand to be returned to him, is kept by
 the publisher for two years, however, the publisher cannot be held reponsible for any damage or loss
 caused by force majeure.
18.  Place of payment and place of jurisdiction, in as far as the law does not forcibly prescribe otherwise,
 is Bamberg.
 Even if the residence or usual domicile of the advertiser is unknown at the time of the endorsement
 of a claim, or if the advertiser moves out of the area covered by the law, after the conclusion of the
 contract, Bamberg remains the place of jurisdicton.
19.  The advertising mediators and agencies are obliged to respect the rate card of the publishers, in their 

offers, contracts and accounts with advertisers. The agency commission granted by the publishers
 may be forwarded neither in part nor in full, neither directly nor indirectly to the advertiser.
20.  Should one of the preceding stipulations be without legal force, the validity of those remaining is
 not affected..

                          – General Terms and Conditions for ads
and inserts in newspapers and magazines
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                          - Space for your media concept
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                          - More space for your media concept
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Publishing house:
Meisenbach GmbH 
Franz-Ludwig-Straße 7a 
96047 Bamberg
P.O. Box: 20 69
96011 Bamberg
 +49 951 861- 0
FAX  +49 951 861-158
  info@meisenbach.de  
www.meisenbach.de

Editorial staff:
Editor-in-Chief:
Dipl. Ing. Iris Schlomski
 +49 5527 979440
FAX  +49 5527 979441
  i.schlomski@meisenbach.de

Editorial department:
Anja Menzel
 +49 951 861-117
FAX  +49 951 861-149
 a.menzel@meisenbach.de

Content-Management: 
 +49 951 861-188 
FAX   +49 951 861-149  
    service@meisenbach.de

Advertising Manager: 
Christian Matthe 
 +49 951 861-129 
FAX  +49 951 861-149  
 c.matthe@meisenbach.de

Advertising Sales:
Bernd Raithel
 +49 951 861-145
FAX  +49 951 861-149
 b.raithel@meisenbach.de

Distribution:
Ulla Schiel 
 +49 951 861-101 
FAX  +49 951 861-158  
 vertrieb@meisenbach.de

Order management :
Matthias Fichtel
 +49 951 861-169
FAX  +49 951 861-158
 m.fichtel@meisenbach.de

Contacts in other countries:
Italy 
Angela Cavalca 
Via Scarlatti, 7 
20124 Milano 
 +39 (02) 36554704 
FAX   +39 (02) 99980756 
 angela.cavalca@fastwebnet.it

Great Britain + Eire
Richard H. Thompson Ltd.
38 Addison Avenue
London W11 4QP 
 +44 20 76021065 
FAX  +44 20 76022198 
 richardmedia@yahoo.com

Japan 
Sakura International Inc., 
Ken Myohdai (President) 
1-22-11, Harimacho, Abeno-Ku, 
Osaka 545-0022 
 +81-6-6624-3601 
FAX  +81-6-6624-3602 
myohdai@sakurain.co.jp

India 
Global Media Network 
M-138, Greater Kailash-II 
New Delhi-110 048 
 +91-11-651638077 
FAX   +91-11-629210933 
mahesh@gmnindia.net

Managing Director: 
Ulrich Stetter

Head of editorial office: 
Sabine Stenzel

Head of online editorial office: 
Daniel Keienburg 

Manager sales /distribution/marketing:
Christian Matthe

Bank details:
Sparkasse Mainfranken, Würzburg 
IBAN: DE50790500000047955265 
Kto-Nr.: 47955265 
BLZ: 790 500 00 
BIC: BYLADEM1SWU

Terms of payment:
3 % discount on payment before publication,
2 % discount on payment within 8 days from
date of invoice, net 30 days from invoice.
Place of fulfilment and court of jurisdiction
is Bamberg.
(Unless otherwise determined by law)

Advertising Sales and Distribution:


